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Observations of biogenic ion-induced cluster formation
in the atmosphere
Clémence Rose,1* Qiaozhi Zha,1† Lubna Dada,1† Chao Yan,1 Katrianne Lehtipalo,1
Heikki Junninen,1,2 Stephany Buenrostro Mazon,1 Tuija Jokinen,1 Nina Sarnela,1 Mikko Sipilä,1
Tuukka Petäjä,1,3,4 Veli-Matti Kerminen,1 Federico Bianchi,1,5 Markku Kulmala1,3,5*

INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric new particle formation (NPF) is a significant source of
particles and cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) (1) and in turn affects
both air quality and climate. It has been commonly believed that sulfuric acid (H2SO4) is essential to initiate the process in most environments (2, 3). However, typical daytime H2SO4 concentrations are
usually too low to explain the observed particle formation and growth
rates, indicating that additional vapors are needed to sustain the process (2, 4, 5). These vapors are most likely highly oxygenated organic
molecules (HOMs) resulting from the oxidation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (5–8), either from anthropogenic or biogenic (BVOC)
origin. Bianchi et al. (9) recently reported the first direct atmospheric
evidence for the contribution of these compounds, probably from anthropogenic origin, in the early nucleation stage. Correspondingly,
using the CERN Cosmics Leaving Outdoor Droplets (CLOUD) facilities, Kirkby et al. (10) were able to show evidence for ion-induced
nucleation of pure biogenic particles initiated by HOMs produced
by the ozonolysis of a-pinene. Implementing these chamber findings
into a global model suggested that pure biogenic nucleation may be
able to explain a significant source of particles in pristine environments
at the present time and might have also dominated both nucleation
and atmospheric CCN formation in the preindustrial era, when H2SO4
concentrations were much lower (11). However, although circumstantial evidence for pure biogenic nucleation is well demonstrated in the
latter study, a direct observation of this process in the ambient atmosphere is still lacking. In particular, most of the studies conducted so
far to document the chemical composition of ions in relation to the
occurrence of NPF were performed using daytime measurements con1
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ducted in the boreal forest in Hyytiälä, Southern Finland, when H2SO4
has been shown to play a major role in cluster formation (2). Also,
although chamber experiments can well mimic atmospheric observations (6, 12), they cannot fully achieve the complexity of the real atmosphere. For instance, the experiments discussed by Kirkby et al.
(10) were conducted in the absence of NOx. Recently, Bianchi et al.
(13) have extensively analyzed the chemical composition of the negative ions in the boreal forest, where they identified many HOMs
clustered with NO3− and HSO4−. Ion clusters containing up to 40 carbon atoms were detected during nighttime, but a possible link with
NPF was not investigated.

RESULTS

Identification of the evening ion cluster formation events
The aim of our work was to investigate the occurrence of the pure biogenic ion cluster formation in the real atmosphere. For that, we analyzed measurements performed between 9 April 2013 and 15 June 2013
with an extensive set of state-of-the-art ion and mass spectrometers at
the boreal Station for Measuring Forest Ecosystem–Atmosphere Relations (SMEAR) II station in Hyytiälä, Southern Finland. BVOC emissions have been reported to be dominated by monoterpenes (14) and to
produce large amounts of HOMs (15, 16) at this site. Keeping in mind
that sulfuric acid–driven pathways are dominating daytime nucleation
in Hyytiälä (2), we focus here on the occurrence of evening events
leading to the formation and growth of intermediate ions, also referred
to as ion clusters or charged clusters. Studying evening-time ion cluster
formation processes also enabled us to focus on HOM production
in absence of NO, which then resembles the conditions discussed by
Kirkby et al. (10) at close proximity.
We started the identification of the ion cluster formation events by
filtering out all evenings with precipitation detected after 1600 [local
time, universal time (UT) +2] to exclude all potential rain-induced
events from our analysis (17). Consistent with previous observations
at the site (18–20), 25 of the 32 evenings included in our analysis were
classified as evening events (~78%), during which we identified a distinct rise in the 1.5- to 2.5-nm ion concentration measured with a Neutral cluster and Air Ion Spectrometer (NAIS; see Materials and Methods
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A substantial fraction of aerosols, which affect air quality and climate, is formed from gaseous precursors.
Highly oxygenated organic molecules (HOMs) are essential to grow the newly formed particles and have been
evidenced to initiate ion-induced nucleation in chamber experiments in the absence of sulfuric acid. We investigate this phenomenon in the real atmosphere using an extensive set of state-of-the-art ion and mass spectrometers deployed in a boreal forest environment. We show that within a few hours around sunset, HOMs
resulting from the oxidation of monoterpenes are capable of forming and growing ion clusters even under
low sulfuric acid levels. In these conditions, we hypothesize that the lack of photochemistry and essential
vapors prevents the organic clusters from growing past 6 nm. However, this phenomenon might have been
a major source of particles in the preindustrial atmosphere and might also contribute to particle formation
in the future and consequently affect the climate.
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for a detailed description of the instrumental setup), with similar observations for both polarities (Fig. 1). Three evenings were classified as
nonevent, and the last four were considered as undefined. Because
our mass spectrometer was operated to measure negative ions, we proceeded by analyzing only negatively charged clusters from the NAIS.
Owing to this last information, ion data discussed in the next sections
will implicitly refer to negative polarity only.
The median concentration of 1.5- to 2.5-nm ions was 28 cm−3 at the
beginning of the events and reached 180 cm−3 at the event peak time,
with a major contribution of sub–2-nm clusters. As reported in Table 1,
the formation rate of 1.5-nm charged clusters (J 
1:5 ; also, see Materials
and Methods) was on average ~3 times higher compared to that in
daytime NPF events observed at the same site (2). Cluster growth rates
in the size range of 1.5 to 3 nm were also higher than those usually
measured during daytime NPF events (21). However, in contrast to
daytime, as expected from the ion concentrations in the aforementioned
size bins, we did not observe the growth of ion clusters past a few nanometers during the evening events, similar to earlier publications (18–20).

The limited growth of the clusters was additionally highlighted by the
sharp decrease of the cluster formation rate as the cluster size increases,
as illustrated in fig. S1. The observed events were further classified into
three classes based on the size of the clusters at the end of their growth
process (Fig. 1 and Table 1). These three event types will be hereafter
referred to as Minimum, (final cluster size, <3 nm), Medium (final cluster
size, between 3 and 4 nm), and Maximum (final cluster size, >4 nm)
growth events, with Minimum growth events being the most frequent.
As presented in Table 1, the detection of ion clusters at larger sizes during
Maximum growth events (up to NAIS channel with a mean diameter
of 6 nm) consistently coincided with higher cluster formation and early
growth rates compared to other event types, with average J 
1:5 being, for
instance, ~2.7 times higher than that measured during Minimum
growth events.
On event evenings, the median start time of ion cluster formation
was 1815, that is, on average, 2 hours before sunset, with no clear distinction
between different event types (fig. S2). The earliest events were observed
to start slightly after 1600. Most of the Minimum growth events (67%)
Downloaded from http://advances.sciencemag.org/ on June 25, 2018

Fig. 1. Classification of the charged cluster formation events. Classification was performed using NAIS surface plots and time series of ions concentration in various
size ranges, including 1.5 to 2 nm, 2 to 3 nm, and 3 to 5 nm. (A) Nonevent evening on 12 April. (B) Minimum growth event on 21 April. (C) Medium growth event on 12 May.
(D) Maximum growth event on 8 May.

Table 1. Characteristics of the observed evening events. All 25 events were classified into three groups (Minimum, Medium, and Maximum growth events)
based on the size of the clusters at the end of the growth process (second column). The number of events in each class is indicated in the first column. Cluster
−
) and cluster growth rate in the range of 1.5 to 3 nm (GR1.5–3) are reported in the third and fourth columns, respectively. The
ion (1.5 nm) formation rates (J1.5
reported values are given as mean ± 1s, either calculated from all events or from events of the specified type.
Type of events (frequency)
All events
Minimum growth events (18)
Medium growth events (4)
Maximum growth events (3)
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Final cluster size

−1
J
cm−3)
1:5 (×10

GR1.5−3 (nm hour−1)

—

2.6 ± 2.3

2.8 ± 1.4

<3 nm

2.1 ± 1.6

2.5 ± 1.3

Between 3 and 4 nm

3.5 ± 2.7

3.2 ± 0.9

>4 nm

5.5 ± 3.9

4.0 ± 2.1
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were peaking after daylight had completely disappeared, whereas by
contrast, half of the Medium growth events and most of Maximum
growth events (two of three) were on average peaking slightly before
sunset, up to almost 1 hour before dark.

Fig. 2. Build-up process of naturally negatively charged HOMs. (A) Averaged time evolution of the mass spectra calculated from all 25 event evenings between
1600 and 0000 (local time, UT +2). The solid line and corresponding diamonds illustrate the molecular growth rate resulting from the HOMs build-up process. (B) Mass
defect plot for the cluster formation event detected on 20 April. The mass defect, that is, the difference between the exact mass and the nominal mass, is shown on the
ordinate. The area of the dots is proportional to the intensity of the observed signal, and the color scale indicates the time at which each of the three mass spectra was
measured. The presence of HOM monomers, dimers, and trimers is evidenced on the mass defect plot and their progressive appearance from 1930 to 2130. By contrast,
clusters resulting from based-stabilized nucleation of H2SO4 with NH3 or amines are not observed at any time.
Rose et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaar5218
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Evidence for the major implication of monoterpene
oxidation products in the early stage of ion
cluster formation
Concurrent with the occurrence of evening events, we observed a buildup of naturally charged HOM compounds using an atmospheric pressure interface–time-of-flight mass spectrometer (APi-TOF; Fig. 2).
Assuming monoterpenes (C10H16) are the dominant precursors for
HOMs at this site (16), the mass/charge (m/z) range was divided into
three subranges for the present study. We defined monomers (carbon
numbers 9 and 10), dimers (carbon numbers 16 to 20), and trimers (carbon numbers 27 to 30) to be the sum of HOM peaks in the ranges of
m/z = 300 to 400 Thomson (Th), 500 to 650 Th, and 750 to 850 Th,
respectively. The averaged time evolution of the mass spectra calculated
from all event evenings shows that monomers typically dominated the
mass spectrum until 1900, after which dimers and trimers progressively
took over (Fig. 2A). As demonstrated earlier by Yan et al. (15), the aforementioned modifications of the mass spectrum could be, to a large extent, explained by the diurnal variation of the oxidation mechanisms
responsible for the formation of HOMs. In particular, active photochemistry during daytime supports the production of NO and HO2,
which are known to be efficient peroxy radical (RO2) terminators and
in turn prevent the formation of dimers, which are closed-shell molecules assumed to be formed through the reaction between two RO2 (22).
On the other hand, the absence of the abovementioned terminators during evening-time and nighttime hours supports the appearance of di-

mers and in turn trimers because those most likely result from the
clustering of monomers and dimers (23). The average molecular
growth rate resulting from this progressive HOMs build-up process
was estimated to be 181.8 atomic mass unit (amu) hour−1 between
1800 and 2100 (Fig. 2A; also, see Materials and Methods). Assuming
an average density of 1400 kg m−3 for the clusters, this growth rate is
equivalent to 0.14 nm hour−1, comparable to daytime values reported
for the same size range by Kulmala et al. (2). The HOMs build-up is
further illustrated in Fig. 2B, which shows one example of a mass defect
plot [that is, the difference between the exact mass and the nominal mass
(24)], during which it was possible to detect tetramers, that is, HOMs
containing up to 40 carbon atoms. According to Frege et al. (23), those
probably result from the collision of two dimers.
We investigated the relationship between the observations of the ion
and mass spectrometers by checking the correlation between the APiTOF signal of selected mass ranges and the charged cluster concentration measured with the NAIS in different size bins. Among the most
possible combinations (table S1), strong correlations were found between the concentrations of 1.44-nm ions and HOM dimers (R2 =
0.84; Fig. 3A) and between the concentrations of 1.66-nm ions and
HOM trimers (R2 = 0.65; Fig. 3B), consistent with expectations from
the mass-to-diameter conversion. The tight connection between the
HOMs build-up and the formation of charged clusters was further
supported by the similar temporal variation of J 
1:5 and HOM dimers
signal (Fig. 3C). The median HOM dimers and trimers signals were
on average ~2 times higher during the active cluster formation period,
that is, ~1900 to 2200, compared to the same period on nonevent evenings (fig. S3, A and C, and table S2A). In addition, although similar
signal intensities were observed during all the events regardless of their
type, the highest HOM dimers and trimers signals were detected during
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the active cluster formation period on Maximum growth event evenings.
By contrast, similar signals were measured for monomers on event and
nonevent evenings (fig. S4 and table S2A), suggesting that monomers
were not directly connected to the occurrence of the evening events.
The latter supports previous observations reported by Kulmala et al.
(2) during daytime NPF. Also, Mohr et al. (25) have discussed the importance of HOM dimers in atmospheric NPF.
In addition, sulfuric acid was measured with an APi-TOF equipped
with a nitrate ion-based chemical ionization (CI) inlet (CI-APi-TOF).
As evidenced in Fig. 3, H2SO4 concentration was below ~4 × 106 cm−3
during the observed events, with a median level of 8.4 × 105 cm−3 (fig.
S5 and table S2A). These values are slightly higher compared to those
reported by Kirkby et al. (10) during ion-induced nucleation of pure
biogenic particles in the CLOUD chamber, and thus, we cannot totally
exclude participation of H2SO4 in the evening events in Hyytiälä.
However, at these concentrations, H2SO4 is neither expected to efficiently participate in the cluster formation process nor significantly
influence the formation rates (9, 10), at least without the involvement
of bases such as ammonia (NH3) or amines (4, 26). As anticipated, the
cluster formation rates measured during evening time in Hyytiälä
were several orders of magnitude higher compared to those expected
from binary ion induced nucleation of H2SO4–H2O in similar conditions (4, 27). Also, as illustrated on Fig. 2B, the mass defect plots
obtained during the observed evening events did not indicate the formation of H2SO4–NH3 nor H2SO4–amine clusters and contrasted
with those characteristic of base-stabilized nucleation of H2SO4 in
the presence of NH3 or amines (12). This indicates that H2SO4-driven
pathways, that is, both acid-base and H2SO4–H2O binary nucleation,
could not dominate the evening-time formation of ion clusters, which
was instead driven by monoterpene oxidation products that we deRose et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaar5218
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tected with the APi-TOF. A strong implication of H2SO4 in the cluster
formation process together with HOMs was also unlikely because
HSO4−-HOM clusters were only observed during daytime in Hyytiälä,
whereas HOMs were rather clustered with nitrate radical during the
night (13). Instead, slightly higher H2SO4 concentrations observed on
event evenings were most likely explained by increased amounts of stabilized Criegee intermediates, whose production was previously reported
to be tightly connected to that of HOMs (28). All in all, our observations
thus present the first direct evidence of an atmospheric ion cluster (1.5 to
3 nm) formation pathway dominated by biogenic HOMs.
Further insights into the chemical specificities of the HOMs
involved in ion cluster formation
We further investigated the chemical specificities of the dimers involved
in the formation of the charged clusters. On the basis of earlier work by
Yan et al. (15), we used two subsets of peaks: the ozonolysis products of
monoterpenes (that is, non-nitrate HOM dimers) and organonitrate
HOM dimers (that is, nitrogen-containing compounds; table S3).
The median signal of the non-nitrate HOM dimers was on average
~3 times higher during the active ion cluster formation period compared to the same time period on nonevent evenings, with the highest
signals recorded during Maximum growth events (table S2A). In addition, a strong correlation was observed between the number concentration of 1.44-nm ion clusters and the signal of non-nitrate dimers (R2 =
0.75; Fig. 4A). By contrast, because of an important variability of their
signal, organonitrate dimers did not fully correlate with the 1.44-nm ion
number concentration (R2 = 0.07; Fig. 4B), and the difference between
event and nonevent evening median signals was not as pronounced as
for non-nitrate compounds (fig. S6C and table S2A). As a result, nonnitrate HOM dimers were more abundant relative to organonitrates
4 of 10
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Fig. 3. Relationship between ion and mass spectrometers observations. (A) Normalized HOM dimers signal as a function of 1.44-nm negative ion number concentration. Concentrations and signal intensities are 1-hour averages from all event evenings between 1600 and 0000. (B) Same as (A) with HOM trimers and 1.66-nm
negatively charged clusters. (C) Averaged time series of the HOM dimers signal normalized by total ion count (TIC) and formation rate of 1.5-nm negatively charged
clusters on event evenings. Black circles represent the median of the normalized HOM dimers signal, whereas lower and upper limits of the error bars represent the
25th and 75th percentiles, respectively.
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during Maximum growth events, suggesting that nitrogen-containing
compounds could be less efficient in forming and growing the clusters
than non-nitrate compounds.

probability of the clusters increased as well, resulting in the observation
of larger clusters compared to other evenings.

Effect of various atmospheric parameters on HOMs
production and subsequent ion cluster formation
To further identify the conditions favoring the production of HOMs
and subsequent formation of organic clusters, we investigated the time
evolution of several meteorological and atmospheric variables. For simplicity, we compare Maximum growth events and nonevent evenings in
Fig. 5 while showing all event types in fig. S7 and table S2B. The medians
of monoterpene and ozone concentrations were ~4 and 1.5, respectively, times higher during the active cluster formation period on Maximum
growth events compared to the same time period on nonevent evenings,
when temperature and global radiation were also higher (Fig. 5, A and
B, and table S2B). In contrast to the abovementioned HOM-source related variables, relative humidity and condensation sink (CS) had
median values ~2.5 and 4 times lower on event evenings, respectively
(Fig. 5C and table S2B). The former observation related to monoterpene and ozone concentrations supported an enhanced production of
RO2 on event evenings and subsequent higher probability of RO2–
RO2 reaction. This, together with lower CS, most likely explains the
higher dimer signals measured on those specific evenings compared
to nonevent evenings. Explicitly combining the aforementioned variables in a proxy describing the formation of monoterpene ozonolysis
products further highlighted their synergistic effect, both on the occurrence of cluster formation and on the ability of the ion clusters to grow
(Fig. 5D, fig. S7, and table S2B; see Materials and Methods). On Maximum growth event evenings, the conditions favored the formation of
monoterpene ozonolysis products compared to other evenings, which
most probably explained the higher formation and early growth rates of
organic ion clusters on those specific evenings (Table 1). The survival

DISCUSSION
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Consistent with previous observations at the site (18–20), we report the
frequent (~78%) evening-time formation of charged clusters at the boreal SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä during spring 2013. Our results demonstrate, for the first time, that the first step of ion-induced NPF, that
is, initial ion cluster formation and growth, can be active under atmospheric conditions in a system dominated by biogenic vapors at very
low H2SO4 concentrations.
As pointed out earlier in this work, the growth of the ion clusters up
to 3 nm was on average faster during evening events compared to that in
daytime NPF events at the same site (21). This observation is most likely
explained by the fact that dimers, which are more efficiently produced
in the evening, represent a significant fraction of the extremely low
VOCs (ELVOCs) shown to be the major organic contributor to cluster
growth in this size range (8). Nevertheless, in contrast to daytime, the
growth of observed ion clusters did not exceed 6 nm. Instrumental limitations prevent a complete understanding of the reasons for this limited
growth. We are currently unable to measure the chemical composition
of clusters after they have grown out of the size range where they can be
detected by ion mass spectrometers, such as the APi-TOF (>~2 nm),
and before they are sufficiently large to be characterized by aerosol
mass spectrometers (<~ 100 nm). As a result, the compounds, which
are involved in the growth of these “intermediate”-sized particles,
have not been directly characterized yet. Using a dynamic volatility
basis set model, Tröstl et al. (8) were able to demonstrate that, besides ELVOCs, low VOCs (LVOCs) are needed to explain observed
particle growth past 2 nm. Among other sources, the reaction of firstgeneration oxidation products of monoterpenes with OH radicals was
5 of 10
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Fig. 4. Insights into the identification of the charged HOMs involved in the formation of negatively charged clusters. Normalized signals of (A) non-nitrate and
(B) organonitrate HOM dimers as a function of 1.44-nm negative ion number concentration. Concentrations and signal intensities are 1-hour averages from all event
evenings between 1600 and 0000.
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reported to produce these compounds in the atmosphere (8, 12). We
thus hypothesize that during evening events, when solar radiation is
progressively diminishing, the photochemical processes responsible
for OH production are inhibited and that less LVOCs are produced,
which might be one the main reasons for the limited cluster growth.
In addition, the decreasing of ozonolysis products of monoterpenes after
2000 (Fig. 5, B and D) limits the growth of particles during the night.
Our observations, however, do not preclude the possibility of atmospheric clusters growing further in a system dominated by biogenic
vapors when photochemistry is active and produces enough HOMs.
The observations reported by Kirkby et al. (10) and Tröstl et al. (8)
slightly differ from our results because ozonolysis alone was able to
support particle growth beyond 20 nm in the CLOUD chamber. This
might be, at least partly, related to lower CS in the chamber or the absence of NOx during the discussed experiments, which meant that all
the produced HOMs were nitrogen-free. However, in Hyytiälä, cluster
formation and further growth seem to be decoupled processes (2).
Assessing the effect of biogenic cluster formation pathways on a
global scale will require multiple observations, including, for instance,
the analysis of daytime events detected in pristine environments such as
the Amazon forest (29). Providing a comprehensive description of biogenic ion cluster formation pathways from atmospheric observations
will, above all, improve the understanding of preindustrial climate and
predictions of future climate. In climate model simulations, an accurate
representation of this source of biogenic particles is especially needed to
simulate preindustrial conditions because they form the baseline to calculate the radiative forcing caused by anthropogenic emissions. Getting
more insight into the formation of pure biogenic particles will also help
predict future climate change because this process will most likely be
favored by a strong reduction of anthropogenic SO2 and NOx emissions
Rose et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaar5218
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and the simultaneous increase of BVOC emissions caused by warmer
temperatures (30, 31). The intensification of various stressors for plants,
such as heat waves, droughts, and infestation, would also cause additional emissions of BVOCs (32), which might result in even larger
amounts of HOMs leading to higher significance of biogenic NPF in
low-H2SO4 environments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Instrumental setup
Measurements were performed during spring 2013 (9 April to 15 June)
at the SMEAR II station located in Hyytiälä, Southern Finland (61°510°N,
24°170°E, 180 m above sea level) (33). The site is mainly surrounded by
a Scots pine forest representative of the boreal coniferous forest where
BVOC emissions are dominated by monoterpenes (14), among which
a-pinene is a major HOM precursor (6).
Monoterpene volume mixing ratios (VMRs) were continuously
monitored at the station with a quadrupole proton transfer reaction
mass spectrometer (PTR-MS; Ionicon Analytik GmbH) (34) dedicated
to real-time monitoring of VMRs down to tens of parts per thousand.
Sampling was performed every 3 hours, and monoterpene concentrations were derived from the signal obtained at m/z = 137. The instrumental background was determined every 3 hours using a zero-air
generator producing VOC-free air (Parker ChromGas, model 3501).
More details about the instrument setup and data analysis can be
found in the study of Rantala et al. (35).
The detection of ion cluster formation events was achieved from the
analysis of the ion size distributions measured with a NAIS (Airel) (36).
In “ion mode,” the NAIS simultaneously provides the concentration
of both positive and negative ions in the mobility range of 3.2 to
6 of 10
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Fig. 5. The effect of various parameters on HOMs production and subsequent ion cluster formation. Throughout, colors indicate evening type, that is, nonevent
(black) or Maximum growth events (magenta). In (A) to (C), when not specified, reported values are medians calculated over all the evenings belonging to each class.
(A) Global radiation (left ordinate) and temperature (right ordinate). (B) Ozone (left ordinate) and monoterpene (right ordinate) concentrations. In addition to median
concentrations (triangles), the 25th and 75th percentiles are also reported for monoterpene concentration, corresponding respectively to the lower and upper limits of
the error bars. (C) CS (left ordinate) and relative humidity (right ordinate). (D) Proxy for the concentration of monoterpene ozonolysis products. Markers stand for
median values, whereas lower and upper limits of the error bars represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively.
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Determination of the ion cluster formation and growth rates
from NAIS measurements
The formation rate of 1.5-nm negative ions (J 
1:5 ) was calculated
according to Kulmala et al. (40)
J
1:5 ¼

dN 
GR1:53
1:52:5
þ CoagS1:5  N 
 N
1:52:5 þ
1:52:5 þ
dt
3  1:5
þ

a  N
1:52:5  N <2:5  c  N 1:52:5  N <1:5

Rose et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaar5218
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ð1Þ

N
1:52:5 is the number concentration of 1.5- to 2.5-nm negative
ions, N þ
<2:5 is the number concentration of positive ions smaller
than 2.5 nm, and N 
<1:5 is the number concentration of negative ions
smaller than 1.5 nm, all derived from NAIS measurements. CoagS1.5 is
the coagulation sink of 1.5-nm charged clusters due to their coagulation on larger pre-existing particles and was calculated using the particle number size distributions measured with the DMPS.
GR1.5 − 3 is the growth rate of the ion clusters between 1.5 and 3 nm.
The growth rates were calculated separately for the two polarities using
the ion size distributions measured with the NAIS and following the
“appearance time” method described in details in Lehtipalo et al. (41).
The growth rate values used in the present work were averaged from the
two polarities.
The fourth term of Eq. 1 represents the loss of 1.5- to 2.5-nm negative ions due to their recombination with sub–2.5 nm positive ions,
whereas the fifth term represents the gain of ions caused by the attachment of sub–1.5 nm negative ions on 1.5- to 2.5-nm neutral clusters.
The number concentration of 1.5- to 2.5-nm neutral clusters N1.5 − 2.5
needed for the calculation of this last term was not available for all the
events. However, in their recent study, Mazon et al. (18) have shown
that the attachment term only accounted for <2% to the overall value

of J 
2 . Assuming a similar effect on the calculation of J 1:5, the fifth term
of Eq. 1 was thus neglected. The value of 1.6 × 10−6 cm3s−1 was used
for the recombination rate coefficient a (42).
Determination of the early ion cluster growth rate from ApiTOF measurements
For this study, we used the APi-TOF spectra, which were collected every
hour between 1600 and 0000. The average of all event evenings shown
on Fig. 2A was calculated by taking the mean of all spectra collected at
each hour. Before the averaging step, each spectrum was converted from
high-resolution m/z to unit mass resolution, after which every unit mass
was then divided by its maximum signal on each day individually. The
resulting normalized spectra allowed for the comparison of the evolution pattern of the signal of each unit mass between the different evenings
regardless of potential day-to-day changes in the absolute intensity of
the signal.
The early ion cluster growth rate was determined from the averaged
mass spectrum shown on Fig. 2A. For each hour in the time range of
1600 to 0000, we first identified the masses with the highest normalized
signal intensity and then plotted the probability distribution by fitting a
Gaussian to these masses. The growth rate was then determined by a
linear least-square fit through the mean of the Gaussians obtained at
each hour. The growth rate calculation was restricted to the period of
1800 to 2100. The uncertainty on the growth rate calculation arising
from the last linear-fitting step was 117.5 amu hour−1 (95% confidence
bound). This value is at the lower limit of the actual uncertainty because
other factors were likely to affect the determination of the growth rate,
including the mass calibration of the instrument (which directly determines the location of the peaks on the mass axis), the averaging
and the normalization of the mass spectra, and the use of a probability
distribution. However, the effects of these last factors were complex to
quantify and were thus left behind for further investigation.
To compare the growth rate derived from APi-TOF measurements
(in amu hour−1) with those reported in the literature (in nm hour−1), we
converted APi-TOF–derived atomic mass units per hour values to nanometers per hour values. We based the mass-to-diameter conversion on
Tammet (43), using a cluster density of 1400 kg m−3. A similar value was
recently used by Tröstl et al. (8). The mean masses of the Gaussians used
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0.0013 cm2V−1s−1, corresponding to 0.8 to 42 nm. In “particle mode,”
the instrument measures the number size distribution of total particles
in the range of ~2 to 42 nm. Measurements were performed with a time
resolution of 3 min. In addition, particle number size distributions in
the size range of 3 to 1000 nm were measured using a differential mobility particle sizer (DMPS) with a time resolution of 10 min. On the
basis of a previous work by Kulmala et al. (37), the DMPS particle number size distributions were further used to calculate the CS, which describes the loss rate of vapors related to their condensation on aerosols
particles.
The chemical composition of naturally charged ions was measured
with an APi-TOF (Aerodyne Research Inc. and TOFWERK AG) (38)
mass spectrometer. The APi-TOF consists of a TOF mass spectrometer
capable of determining m/z with a resolution >3000 Th/Th in high vacuum conditions, coupled to an APi unit designed to sample ions from
ambient pressure at ~0.8 liters/min. During the campaign conducted in
spring 2013, the instrument was operated to characterize negative ions.
The measurements discussed in this study are given as 1-hour averages,
all normalized with respect to the TIC to avoid effects related to changes
in the TIC, even if they are minimal (see fig. S8).
To evaluate H2SO4 concentration, a second APi-TOF was equipped
with a nitrate ion-based CI inlet [CI-APi-TOF (39)]. The CI inlet
allowed for the artificial charging of neutral molecules by NO3− ions.
Those were produced by exposing clean air (sheath flow) containing
nitric acid (HNO3) to a radiation (10-megabecquerel 241Am source)
or x-rays, and they were guided into the sample flow by an electric field,
where they further ionized neutral molecules. Ionized molecules then
enter the TOF mass analyzer through a critical orifice. The CI-APiTOF calibration was based on H2SO4 detection. The measurements
discussed in this study are given as 30-min averages. Both APi-TOF
and CI-APi-TOF measurements were analyzed using the MATLABbased software package tofTools (6.07) developed at the University
of Helsinki (38).
Ozone concentration was monitored with an analyzer based on the
absorption of ultraviolet light (Thermo Environmental Instruments
49C, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Measurements were performed with
a time resolution of 1 min, and detection limit of the instrument is about
1 part per billion. Global radiation (0.3 to 4.8 mm) was measured with a
pyranometer (Middleton Solar SK08, Middleton Solar). Temperature
was measured using a PT-100 sensor, and relative humidity was
monitored with relative humidity sensors (Rotronic HygroMet
MP102H with Hygroclip HC2-S3, Rotronic AG). All were measured
with a time resolution of 1 min.
Particle and ion number size distributions, together with the chemical
composition of negative ions and H2SO4 concentration, were measured
at ground level. Other abovementioned measurements were in contrast
performed on a mast. Data from the lowest height (4.2 m) were used in
the present work for consistency with measurements conducted at
ground level, except for global radiation, which was measured at 18 m.
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to determine the growth rate from APi-TOF measurements were
converted according to this method. The growth rate in nanometers
per hour was then determined by a linear least-square fit through these
diameters, being 0.14 nm hour−1 (±0.12 nm hour−1, 95% confidence
bounds derived from linear fitting).
Proxy for monoterpene ozonolysis products
The concentration of ozonolysis products of monoterpenes was calculated based on their production in the reaction with ozone and their
loss by condensation on pre-existing aerosol particles. The production
term was calculated from the measured concentrations of ozone ([O3])
and monoterpenes ([MT]) taking into account the reaction rate between them (kO3+MT), whereas the sink term was represented by the
CS calculated from the DMPS number size distributions (37)
½Monoterpene ozonolysis products ¼

kO3 þMT  ½O3   ½MT
ð2Þ
CS
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